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Section A 
Multiple Choice Questions 
Total marks for this section: 40 marks 
This section should be answered on this examination paper provided.  Circle the letter that 
corresponds to the most appropriate answer. 
Each question is worth 2 marks 




This is the end of Section A (Total 40 Marks). Please ensure that you have 
written your name and student number on your examination sheet. 
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Section B 
Short Answer Questions 
Total marks for this section: 20 marks 
Each question is worth two (2) marks  
Marks are equally divided within each question. 
Answer in the spaces provided.  
Suggested time allocation for Section B: 20 minutes 
Question 1 
There are three major approaches or paradigms in sport and exercise psychology. Name one and 
explain the perspective this ‘lens’ or approach takes.   
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________




Nideffer’s ‘Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style’ (TAIS) talks about two ways of measuring 







Weinberg and Gould (2015) take four approaches to studying leadership.  Name two and explain the 
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Question 4  
The ‘Matching Hypothesis’ believes that if an athlete presents with: (complete the blanks) 
1. Somatic Anxiety we should give them a ____________________________ anxiety reducing 
technique. 
Provide an example of one of these techniques: 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.  Cognitive Anxiety we should give them a ___________________________ anxiety reducing 
technique.   





In Achievement Goal (Orientation) Theory there are three difference types of orientations.  Name two 
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Question 6 
Name two ‘Myths’ commonly associated with Psychological Skills Training (PST) and explain why they 














Name one theory of arousal or anxiety control and describe how it works.  
1. Theory: 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Imagery is an effective mental tool.  There are five theoretical explanations for how imagery works.  
Name one and explain how imagery works according to this theory.  
1. Theory:________________________________________________________________________ 






Define what is casually known as ‘bad’ aggression or what academics simply call ‘aggression’ in sport 
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Question 10 
Earlier this year tennis star Maria Sharapova was provisionally banned from tennis for a period of two 
years after failing a drugs test for Meldonium.  









This is the end of Section B (Total 20 Marks). Please ensure that you have 
written your name and student number on your examination sheet. 
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Section C 
Extended Answer Questions 
Total marks for this section: 40 marks 
Each question is worth ten (10) marks and the marks allocated in each question are indicated. 
Answer in the spaces provided. 
Suggested time allocation for Section C: 60 minutes 
Question 1 
A tennis player has made it into the final match of the club championships.  The literature says that 
athletes are best to set all three types of goals.  Write example goals as if you were this tennis player 
below and explain what is good about setting this type of goal:   
1. Outcome Goal(s)                      
____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________(Marks: 1) 




___________________________________________________________________________ (Marks: 2) 
2. Performance Goal(s)              
____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________(Marks: 1)  




___________________________________________________________________________ (Marks: 2) 
3. Process Goals                                                
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________(Marks: 2)  
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___________________________________________________________________________ (Marks: 2) 
 
Question 2 
In Albert Bandura’s Self Efficacy Theory there are four main sources that build up our self-efficacy.  
Name and describe two of these and give an example of how this might work in a sport or exercise 
situation.   
           








___________________________________________________________________________ (Marks: 5) 








___________________________________________________________________________ (Marks: 5) 
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Question 3 










3. Describe at least two strategies that an addicted exerciser can use when they can’t exercise (eg. 
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This is the end of Section C (Total 40 Marks). Please ensure that you have 
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